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Mike Briggs becomes CCFB Past President
farm bureau members in Champaign
County and throughout Illinois. He
has attended meetings, workshops,
and last year continued on with virtual meetings. Through this constant
contact and conversation with others
passionate about agriculture, Mike
has developed many meaningful relationships. As Mike’s role changes, he
says he will miss “the people. I will
miss the chance to meet with people
from around the county and state on
a regular basis to discuss agriculture.
I have made a lot of new friends in
Champaign County and around the
state during my tenure. I was lucky
2018 - CCFB was recognized during district enough to serve as president for a
Mike Briggs presiding over the CCFB Annual Meeting.
caucus for outstanding response rate to FB board of directors that made my job
Action requests! Pictured is President Mike
easy. They were always engaged and
Briggs with the county award.
willing to provide input on issues and Finally, I think trade will continue to available online and that was only
Champaign County Farm Bureau challenges we were facing.”
be an issue.”
possible because of the work of our
held its Annual Meeting by proxy
Changing and adapting was a staff.”
Agriculture
issues
are
constantly
in January. At this meeting, Mike
theme of the past year. The ChamThis coming year will continue
Briggs joined a distinguished group changing and the past few years were paign County Farm Bureau rose to to change for all of us. Rules, reguof Champaign County Farm Bureau no exception. The global pandemic the challenge continuing to provide lations, vaccines, and leadership but
Past Presidents. Mike has served as has really been an interesting time services and information to mem- moving forward is required. Mike’s
the Champaign County Farm Bureau for everyone, but agriculture moved bers. Mike’s leadership through the continued presence on the CCFB
President since 2018. Mike will stay forward and tackled issues. Mike change allowed for members to find Board of Directors will allow him to
on the CCFB board for one year as is looking ahead saying, “It doesn’t great value in their membership, “I maintain focus on issues important to
a voting member and will also serve seem like an ag issue to a lot of people think the thing I am most proud of is him and members including one of
on the Executive Committee. With but I am worried about the financial the way our organization is handling Mike’s main projects, “rural broadMike moving to the Past President’s position of Illinois. I think we are the COVID situation. Our board band and if there is anything, we can
role, the bylaws required that he step going to face a number of challenges has adjusted and continued to move do to help speed up the process of
down as the Ludlow Township Direc- in the business environment. I also forward in addressing issues and our getting access to our members.”
tor. The board appointed Tanna Suits think we will continue to have issues staff has done an outstanding job of
Extend a special thanks to Mike
relating to weed control. As resisto fill that seat.
adapting
and
still
providing
value
for
Briggs for his past and continued
tance continues to develop, we are
Mike has spent a lot of time with going to need new methods of control our members. We have actually seen leadership. Champaign County Farm
that are not only effective but also an increase in the number of people Bureau continues to be a voice for
safe for farmers and the environment. viewing our meetings by having them those involved in agriculture!

Send address changes to: CCFB News, 801 N Country Fair Dr., Champaign, IL 61821

Mike Briggs (44th CCFB President) awarding
Lin Warfel (CCFB 41st President) the CCFB
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY FARM BUREAU
Volunteer of the Year Award.
LOGO COLOR SPECIFICATION SHEET

2019 –CCFB Officers getting ready to tackle agriculture issues. Photo includes Mike
Briggs-President, Dale Franzen-1st Vice President, Derek Harms-Treasurer, Brennon Breymeyer-Secretary.
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Champaign County
Women’s Committee
As 2020 is now in the rearview mirror, memorialized as one of the most
exasperating years in history, I think now is an excellent time to notice that
we lived through it! We made it all the way to today, and there are reasons
for genuine hope that 2021 will be a transition from this tumultuous, uncertain
chapter in our lives to something less heavy and maybe, just maybe, a little more
fun.Many real difficulties remain, of course. The road ahead remains steep.
Still, I think we’ve earned the right to celebrate reaching the end of a really
strange and difficult year with a positive look forward to what 2021 will offer.

Join the Prime Timers!
Stay Tunes for More Details.
February – No Meeting
March – To Be Announced
Gerald Henry, Prime Timers Chairman

Meetings are held on the second Thursday of each month
Lunch cost - $8

Our Women’s Committee is a group of ladies from Champaign County
who have an interest in agriculture. One of ourongoing efforts is to spread the
word to the general public about the importance of agriculture. We strive to
offer programs and services that benefit our Farm Bureau members.

CCFB Calendar of Events
February 2021

Each September, our committee chairwoman and members ofour steering
committee form a “think tank” to brainstorm projects and programs. Priorities
are set, and each project is assigned a chair. Members are asked to assist with
projects that best align with their interests.

February 8
February 16
February 18

Past projects have included assisting with Defensive Driving courses, Playing It Safe (a community outreach program for the community sponsored by
Carle), Web/Internet Workshops, Harvest Day at a local orchard, and Apples
to Elevators.We continue to have a strong role via our Learning Barn which is
filled with educational materials for teachers and students, available to schools
throughout the county.
In addition, our monthly meetings have included speakers with topics which
included: Chair Yoga, Mental Health, CrimeStoppers, Food Choices, Heritage
Recipes, Health Screenings and many more subjects of interest.
Some of the topics and programs we have in mind for 2021 include hearing
presentations from the Prairie Dragon Paddlers, Salt and Light non-profit in
C-U, touring a nearby flour mill, and visiting an agricultural museum.
The Women’s Committee meets the second Monday of each month at
9:30 a.m. in the CCFB Auditorium. Because of the COVID-19 pandemic we
have adopted a ZOOM meeting format which will continue until we are able
to resume meeting in person.
If you are interested in the Women’s Committee and would like to attend
a meeting, please contact our office at 217-352-5235for more information,
or you are welcome to contact me, Marilyn Whalen, Chair of the Women’s
Committee at mkt@illinois.edu.

WOMEN’S COMMITTEE RECIPE
OF THE MONTH
Submitted by Diane Lecher
Happiness is like jam – you cannot spread even a little without getting some on
yourself. A smile is a gift that you can give every day.

Barbecued Beef Brisket
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 t. celery salt
1 t. garlic salt
1 t. onion salt
½ t. pepper
2 t. Worcestershire Sauce
4-5 pounds beef brisket
1 c. Russian Salad Dressing or 1 c.
French Salad Dressing, plus 2 T.
honey
1 c. bottled smoke flavored barbecue
sauce
¼ c. sugar

Directions
1. In a bowl, combine celery salt,
garlic salt, onion salt, pepper,
and Worcestershire Sauce.

Rub on surface of beef. Place
meat in shallow roasting pan.
Cover tightly with foil. Roast in
300 degrees oven for 2 ½ to 3
hours or until tender.
2. Remove meat from the pan and
cool slightly. Cover and refrigerate. When meat is cold, cut across
grain into thick slices. Arrange
in 13 X 9 X 2 inch baking dish.
3. Combine salad dressing, barbecue sauce, and sugar. Spoon
over meat.
4. Bake covered in 325 degrees
oven for 1 hour.
5. Serve on buns.

Women’s Committee ZOOM
Governmental Affairs
Full Board

9:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

The following Virtual Meetings are posted at www.ccfarmbureau.com.
• Listen in on the conversation about CONSERVATION. Topics
discussed include grassed waterways & filter strips.
• CCFB Legislative Update with IFB’s Kevin Semlow & Adam
Nielsen
• Ethanol Update - Illinois Corn Growers Association
• Nitrogen Update with Howard Brown and Emerson Nafziger
• Listen in as Country Financial Representative Andrew Deedrich
discusses Farm Insurance Policies.
• An update on the state of the Parkland College Ag Program
with Jenni Fridgen.
• Listen in as we are joined by American Farm Bureau Federation Chief Economist John Newton discussing the state of
agriculture trade.
• Follow along with Dean Kidwell for an update with the College
of ACES.
• Catch up on the latest Governmental Affairs issues.

Maggi’s Membership Corner
Welcome to February, Farm Bureau members!

By Maggi Maxstadt, CCFB Membership & Outreach Coordinator

they show us who we are representing throughout the county. One of my many
reports I run each month relates to address changes. When a member moves,
In the last couple of months, I’ve their township may change. It’s my job to make sure Farm Bureau memberships
written about the CCFB Annual Meet- have the appropriate township listed.
ing and members filling out proxy
Township directors serve on the Board of Directors. They are a voting
forms. The 2021 Annual Meeting hap- member who resides or farms in the township they represent. Our Board of
pened on the evening of January 21st. Directors has 31 voting members representing the 28 townships in Champaign
At this meeting each year, township County and a few Committee Chairs.
directors are elected.
We want to congratulate and welcome our newest Board members! These

Townships are significant to the members are representing Ayers, Champaign, Colfax, Condit, Ludlow, PesoFarm Bureau for record-keeping, as tum, Stanton, Urbana, and Young Ag Leader Chair. The full listing of members
on our Board of Directors is on our website, ccfarmbureau.com, under “About”
and “Meet the Board.”
And don’t forget that Illinois Farm Bureau and COUNTRY Financial are
offering a free agribusiness webinar on the 9th and the 25th. You can sign up
for one of the two live webinars, which will last about 90 minutes each.
If you want more information on upcoming events, visit our website
ccfarmbureau.com or find us on Facebook and Twitter! If you have an idea
for a program or event, contact the CCFB office at 217-352-5235 or ccfb@
ccfarmbureau.com.

Join us for a free
agribusiness webinar
We teamed up with COUNTRY Financial® ag experts to host virtual agribusiness webinars.
We’ll help you understand important ag industry updates and how it may impact your farm
operation – so you can make informed decisions about your farm’s future.

Sign up today
You can choose from one of four live webinar dates and times below. Each session is about
90 minutes long.
•
•
•
•

Tues., Jan. 19 at 8:30 a.m. CST
Wed., Jan. 27 at 11 a.m. CST
Tues., Feb. 9 at 4 p.m. CST
Thurs., Feb. 25 at 12 p.m. CST

Visit COUNTRYFinancial.com/AgWebinars for more information and to sign up today.

COUNTRY Financial® is a part of the Illinois Farm Bureau family of companies.
Illinois Farm Bureau is Illinois’ non-partisan agricultural advocate organization.
No purchase necessary. This is a no-cost, no obligation educational seminar and
insurance sales presentation.
Farm and crop insurance policies issued by COUNTRY Mutual Insurance Company®,
Bloomington, Illinois. This entity is an equal opportunity provider.
1120-500HC

ATTENTION:

FARM BUREAU MEMBERS
The Farm Bureau protects the future of your
farm and your neighbors farms all year long.
Today, membership can save you up to $500
on new Case IH tractors and equipment!*

SAVE $200
TRACTORS
• Farmall® Compact A Series
• Farmall Compact C Series
• Farmall Utility A Series
• Farmall 100A Series
• Farmall Utility C Series
• Farmall Utility U Series
• Farmall V Series
• Farmall N Series

HAY EQUIPMENT
• Round Balers
• Small Square Balers
• Disc Mower Conditioners
• Sicklebar Mower Conditioners

TRACTORS
• Vestrum® Series
• Maxxum® Series

HAY EQUIPMENT
• Large Square Balers
• Self-Propelled Windrowers

SAVE $500
Print your certificate today!†
Visit www.fb.org/about/join

* Offer available through 12/31/2021. This offer may be combined with other offers, but is not valid on prior purchases. A valid
Farm Bureau® Membership Certificate is required, which may be obtained at www.fb.org/about/join. See your participating
Case IH dealer for details and eligibility requirements. Not available in all states. Offer subject to change or cancellation
without notice.
Farm Bureau and the FB State Logo are registered service marks owned by the American Farm Bureau Federation, and are used by
CNH America LLC under license from the American Farm Bureau Federation.
† A current Farm Bureau membership verification certificate must be presented to the Case IH dealer in advance of product
delivery to receive the incentive discount.
©2021 CNH Industrial America LLC. All rights reserved. Case IH is a trademark registered in the United States and many
other countries, owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates.

SAVE the DATE!
Virtual RULES
FOR THE ROAD

MARCH 2 AT 9:30 AM
MARCH 4 AT 6:30 PM
MORE INFORMATION COMING SOON

Feeding

our Future.

Fueling

our Industry.

CCFBFOUNDATION.COM
/CCFBFOUNDATION

/CCFB_ FOUNDATION

MRS. KAPER'S CLASSROOM

CHAMPAIGN COUNTY

AG IN THE CLASSROOM

Looking for more cash for college or know a student who is?
Check out these two exciting scholarship opportunities
available for the 2021-2022 academic year!

Freese Memorial Scholarship

Applicants may be in any area of study, must be from Champaign,
Ford or Vermilion Counties and a child of a farmer.
Application period ends February 15, 2021.

Agriculture Future of America Scholarship
2 - Cash Scholarships + AFA Conference Scholarships
(First Year AFA Program Participants)
2 - AFA Conference Only Scholarships
(New or Returning AFA Program Participants)

Application period ends March 10, 2021.
Want More Info?
Visit our website for all the details!
www.CCFBFoundation.com/scholarship

Thursday - June 17th

2021 Summer Celebration Gala

Same Foundation Gala! Same Friends! Same Fine Food!
Happening Summer 2021...and we can't wait to see you!

June 7th - 11th

Summer Ag Institute is Back!

Let your favorite teacher know about this amazing opportuntity to earn
continuing education credits, learn about agriculture, and get FREE
resources and lessons for their classroom! Exact dates to be finalized.

Thursday - August 5th

Golf FORE Ag

Line up your team! Polish those clubs!
Fun on the fairways is already in the works!
Thursday/Friday - September 23rd & 24th

Be in the Know!
Champaign County Farm Bureau Foundation
Mrs. Kaper's Classroom

Champaign County
Ag in the Classroom

FUNDRAISING EVENT

SSSHHH! It's still top secret!
More info coming soon on this new exciting event
that will send you straight over the edge!!

More details on all events coming soon!

Nathan Hubbard
COUNTRY Financial
Agency Manager

Rhonda Wagner
Administrative Assistant
Champaign Agency

Dan Punkay
328-0023

Bret Kroencke
359-9391

Travis Heath
352-4555

Kolby Jackson
586-5030

TwoPosted
Ways
to
Reduce
that
Debt
in Financial Wellness at www.countryfinancial.com

by Michelle Lefebvre

According to the November 2020 COUNTRY Financial Security Index, 27 percent of Americans say
that paying down debt is a top priority for 2021.* Odds are that this isn’t just a one-time goal – reducing
debt is an ongoing concern for many people. Fortunately, it’s not as hard as you’d think.
Keith Garrett
485-3010

Reducing the amount of interest you’re paying really can be conquered. Two of the most common ways
to attack debt have one thing in common – they’re both related to snow.

Chris Greenwold
355-8675

Avalanche approach

Jessie DeHaan
352-3466

In many cases, credit card interest rates are higher than rates on cars, mortgages, student loans or medical
bills. Paying interest on debts is wasting your hard-earned money that could instead be used to build up an
emergency account or to pay for immediate needs with cash. Of course, in some cases your credit card could
have a “low introductory rate”, but for this purpose we’ll assume that your credit cards have the highest rates.
So that’s where you’ll start when taking the avalanche approach to attacking debt. Look at your most recent
credit card statements or log into your online account so you can rank your debt based on interest rate. If you
have two cards with the same high interest rate, start with the one that has the highest balance.
As you begin to make bigger payments on those cards with high rates, you’ll notice that you’re paying
less and less in interest each month. This avalanche starts at the top, gains momentum and moves you toward
a more rapid reduction in debt, increasing your overall peace of mind.

Dan Duitsman
469-2033

Snowball strategy

Jordan McDaniel
217-352-9817

Although the avalanche method works for some people, others prefer to knock out their debt by starting
small. This will take a bit longer to achieve your goal, but it’s a strategy that works better for some people.
It’s similar to those who decide to lose weight with intense workouts and strict diets vs those who see better
results with smaller, achievable modifications to their health habits.
With the snowball theory, you’ll gather all of your debts and rank them by the total amount owed. Maybe
you have credit cards with balances of $250, $1,500 and $2,000 as well as medical bills of $750 and $3,200.
You start picking them off one-by-one as you would in a snowball fight.
In this case, you’d pay off the $250 as quickly as possible so you can cross it off your list. Next, you’d
conquer the $750 in medical fees. You’d continue to make the minimum required payments on the other debts
to avoid late fees or the risk of having the accounts sent to collections. Getting one less bill each month feels
great! Additionally, as you pay off the smaller debts, you may choose to reallocate what was directed towards
them to the larger ones allowing you to pay them off even quicker!
Obviously, this is a very generalized explanation, so you’d need to look at your own situation to choose
which snowballs you’d throw first.**

John May
352-3341

A snowy forecast
Terry Hill
469-9800

Jim Nelson
892-4479

Whether you decide to start at the mountaintop to attack your debt with an avalanche or you’re more comfortable pitching snowballs to get things rolling, you’ll be relieved to see your debt melt away like snowflakes
on a sunny day.

Aaron Wheeler
586-6170

Nate Lovekamp
352-0012

Scott Jackson
359-9335

Dawn Babb
892-4479

Andrew Deedrich
359-3941

Austin Beaty
352-0012

Steve Derry
352-2655

From The Field
N MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Knowing the timing and amount of rain events in 2021 would provide enough
information to know when to apply the corn crop’s N requirement with one application. However, since weather remains an unknown, planning for multiple applications
utilizing different sources, times of application, and placement is a best defense to
minimize N loss, maximizing utilization.

Start with a good estimate of amount of N required. Nitrogen is the
second greatest input cost in corn production and a primary concern to water and
air quality when it is not utilized. It makes sense to focus on its management from
both an economic and environmental perspective. Start with the N Rate Calculator
(http://cnrc.agron.iastate.edu/) to establish a baseline rate of application. Use the
calculator even if Fall N has already been applied. Use the N application estimate as
a baseline. Add additional N if you think it is low or use the estimate as the targeted
N rate for 2021 and add additional N if needed. The N Rate Calculator takes into
consideration the price of corn per bushel in relationship to the cost of N per pound.
The rate of N suggested caps when the revenue generated by a yield increase due to
added N equals the cost of the added N. Use the number generated by the calculator
simply as a starting point for an N Management Strategy. Visit the website, follow
the instructions, and give it a try.
Sign-up for an NuTRACKER Plus
Site in 2021. Even the best N Manage-

ment Strategy can easily be compromised
with an unexpected change in the weather.
Will it rain? Will it stop raining? These
are common questions echoed at different times before or during growing season.
Participating in a NuTRACKER Plus Site creates a window into the soil that tracks
the dynamics (behavior) of plant-available N. How many pounds of N are detected
in the upper two feet? What form is it in? Where is it at? How much N is detected
prior to rapid growth? These are common questions that NuTRACKER Plus attempts to
address. With six years of tracking experience, there is a significant level of confidence
with the interpretation of the test results. Sound interesting? Want more information?
Ask your local Illini FS Crop Specialist to sign-up for a NuTRACKER Plus site or
simply visit our website at www.nutrackerplus.com . Comments are welcomed.

Planning for a dry 2021 growing season? If a dry growing season is an-

ticipated, nitrogen should be applied as early as possible and injected into the soil.
All nutrients must move to plant roots and N is no exception. Water comes from
subsurface soil moisture under dry conditions. Placing N into the soil profile where
water is still accessible to roots provides the best chance of getting it into the plant.
Even with a significant amount of N in a dry surface soil, the corn plant will still be
short of N, expressing N deficiency symptoms (firing).

What happens to N not utilized due to drought? The drought of 2012
provided an example of what can happen when N is applied and not utilized. Over
200 fields were sampled for nitrate-N concentration following the harvest but before
any fall N was applied. On average, enough N was detected in the upper 12 inches
to meet the crop’s N requirement. Unfortunately, there was no crop to utilize it. As a
result, elevated nitrate-N concentrations were detected late-winter of 2013 in several
lakes. Fall-applied N was not the cause of the elevated nitrate-N levels. The primary
cause was the 2012 drought and unused residual N from low-yielding 2012 crop, a
fact that should not be forgotten.
Planning for a wet Spring? If a wet Spring is anticipated, nitrogen applications should be delayed as late as possible. Fall or early Spring-applied N will be
the most vulnerable to loss processes. If the primary N requirement will be applied
pre-plant, a nitrification inhibitor (N-Serve, Centuro, or Instinct II), should be considered. A post-emerge strategy will limit N loss but increase the risk of not getting the
N applied. Placement of post-emerge N can be injected, surface broadcast or banded
(Y-Drop). The window for post-applied N tends to be a challenge in wet Springs.
Consider using urea treated with Agrotain (NBPT) broadcast post-emerge. Agrotain
protects the urea-N from volatilization for at least 10 – 14 days. The use of a dry N
product also provides an opportunity for a micronutrient application, such as born
and/or zinc (Wolftrax Boron or Zinc DDP). Timing is everything. Plant ahead and
let Illini FS make this application.
Denitrification (wet Spring). Denitrification occurs when soils are saturated (pore
space is filled with water) for an extended period-of-time. The loss process only occurs
with nitrate-N. However, most of the applied N is converted to nitrate-N within 1-2
weeks (UAN, Urea) or 2-3 weeks (anhydrous ammonia) after application. It takes
approximately 24 -48 hours for denitrification to start. A loss of 5 -6% of nitrate-N
per day is anticipated for each day the soil remains saturated. The primary way N
loss occurs in a wet Spring is by denitrification with medium-to-heavy textured soils.
Leaching (wet Spring). Leaching is the movement of nitrate-N with soil water

KORY KRAUS,
GENERAL MANAGER

by Dr. Howard Brown

as it leaves the zone of application. Soil texture tends to determine the potential for
leaching losses. Soils with a higher content of sand (considered coarse-textured) tend
to leach more than the heavier soils (containing significant clay). The larger soil pores
make it easier for water to move downward in the soil profile. Medium-textured soils
(silts or silt loams) are also prone to some degree of leaching. The increased use of
subsurface tiling to remove excess soil water from medium-to-heavy textured soil
provides increases the probability of loss by leaching.

HEDGE THE RISK OF N LOSS.
Two-Pass Strategy. Consider a combination of source, rate of application, time

of application, and placement (the 4Rs) to create a Two-Pass N Management Strategy.
Hedge the risk of dry weather with an early Spring N application (injected preferred).
A nitrification inhibitor should be considered if applied well ahead of planting. Hedge
the risk of wet weather by including a post-emerge application. Regardless of the
efforts made (use of nitrification inhibitors), extended periods of saturation will result
in N loss. Allow 2-3 weeks between a preplant and post-emerge applications.

Three-Pass Strategy. Consider three N applications when Fall N is a part
of a N Management System. Start with no more than 50% of a crop’s N need with
Fall applications. Always include a N stabilizer when Fall applications are a part of
an N Management System. Carry herbicides with UAN rather than water at a rate
equivalent to 50 pounds N. Schedule a post-emerge application with your local Illini FS Crop Specialist. Urea with NBPT makes a good choice. A surface broadcast
source of N will take advantage of the 0.5 inch rains by moving into the surface soil
for quick plant utilization. Urea can also be used as the carrier for an application of
Wolftrax Boron or Zinc DDP. Get any post-emerge N scheduled sooner-than-later
before last-minute demand exceeds the ability for timely application.
APPLICATION OPTIONS
Early Pre-Plant. Early Spring N applications tend to be susceptible to saturated
soil conditions prior to plant uptake. Consider using a nitrification inhibitor (N-Serve,
Centuro or Instinct II) for N applications made well ahead of planting time. Slowing
nitrification (conversion of ammonium to nitrate) keeps the applied N in the stable
ammonium-N form (not susceptible to denitrification or leaching) for an extended
period-of-time.

Pre-Plant. A broadcast application of 50 pounds of N is suggested when no N
is applied pre-plant or pre-plant N is injected with no regard to the planted row. The
application provides the seedling plant a source of N during the early stages of stand
establishment, especially when residue has been incorporated ahead of planting.
Planting-Time. A planting-time application of N provides a readily available
nutrient source to the young seedling. However, there is a significant investment in
time and equipment to make this a part of an N Management Strategy. The cost vs.
benefit of application timing and placement minimizes the adoption of this practice.
Early-Post. An application of N at the “early growth” stage (V3-V6) minimize
the opportunity for N loss due to an early wet Spring. The early-post application
can be injected (UAN/anhydrous ammonia) or surface broadcast (urea treated with
NBPT). Surface broadcast urea treated with NBPT will result in a faster crop response
to application due to placement but either should work equally, providing there is
moisture to move the N into the plant.
Late-Post. Applications of N during the rapid stage of corn growth can be
timely if N loss is significant pre-plant or early post. However, the risks associated
with such an application should to be considered. Plants are rapidly growing. An
untimely rain could increase the risk not making the application. High winds could
tangle corn plants making it impossible for a ground application (aerial N applications
much more expensive). There is also a
significant risk of not receiving adequate
rainfall following application (cannot get
the N into the plant).
Illini FS welcomes Nolan Walsh
(Figure 1) as the Agronomy Technology
Specialist. Nolan worked with Illini FS
as a summer intern in 2020. Nolan is a
native of the Monticello area. He has
spent many of his summers working on
the family farm. Nolan will receive an
Associate Degree in Precision Farming
from Parkland Community this Spring.
Expect to hear more about Nolan and
the Illini FS Ag Technology Team as we
move into an era of nutrient applications
by harvest removal, aerial imagery, and
robotic soil sampling.

Figure 1. Nolan Walsh, Ag Technology Specialist

Mental Health Awareness
Making Your Goal a New Year’s Reality

By: Adrienne DeSutter

A new year is upon us, bringing new experiences, new ambitions, and some grace, and then try again.
new challenges.
Change your strategy. U
 ltimately, setbacks are a sign that your plan
For many, 2020 left us filled with disappointment, much like a recent might need adjusted. What can you change that will make it easier to reach
conversation I had with my husband:
your goal? First, my husband tried adding another line to our fence, which
was helpful...until #43 decided it wasn’t, and crawled right under. After some
“Welcome home, hubs. You’re not going to be happy about this, but…”
frustration, we tried again. Turns out barbed wire was a better plan! It doesn’t
“They’re out, a gain?”
matter how many times you make changes, as long as you’re creating a better
Since moving some of the cattle to our house, the rascals had gotten out plan that will lead you to your goal.
at least once a week for over a month. My farmer felt so defeated. He had put
Think about what’s going right instead of focusing on what’s going
in extra hours that day, up early to get equipment working and getting loads wrong. Instead of getting a disappointing phone call every time the cows
hauled in before the weekend. He thought he had really set them up for success were out, I started sending my farmer messages on days the cows d idn’tget
by giving them plenty of land to roam, building a decent fence, and getting out. This gave him a sense of relief (and gave us both a daily chuckle). Even
plenty of corn ready.
if we had one not-so-great day a week with the cattle, we had six other days
But despite his best efforts, his plan continued to fail.

that week to celebrate that things worked out.

Around this time each year, my new year’s resolution is met with the same
Whether it’s a new year’s resolution, a new endeavor on the farm, or just
failure:
a new personal goal, remember that the journey won’t be perfect. It’s ok if
The resolution: we make “a firm decision to do or not do something” (ac- you make a few mistakes. It’s ok if there are setbacks...expect them. As long
cording to Oxford English Dictionary), and we’re convinced we can make it as you’re making progress and becoming better, you’re headed in the right
an entire year without breaking that resolution, often to be sorely disappointed direction.
after our first big setback.
And remember, progress is worth celebrating, maybe even more than
The reality: resolutions are all about making changes, and change is hard! reaching your goal.
Sometimes, it’s REALLY hard. If it wasn’t, you wouldn’t need to choose a
Tips for Making New Year’s Resolutions:
resolution because you’d already have everything accomplished! When we
1. Set a realistic goal with a purpose
assume our resolutions will come without setbacks, we’re expecting perfection,
2. Develop a game plan
and setting ourselves up for failure.
3. Don’t let a setback ruin your plan
So how can we stay hopeful and productive when facing setbacks? Here’s
a few things to consider:

4. It’s ok to make changes

A setback doesn’t mean you’ve lost. Just because you mess up doesn’t
mean you throw your goals out the window. Every single second of your day
is an opportunity to restart and try again. Did you vow not to each chocolate,
and found yourself stuffing your face with Christmas candy today? Don’t give
yourself a pass; try again, right now! Throw the half-eaten candy in the trash.
Or finish it, but then have a family member hide the rest. When we accept that
mistakes will be made on the journey to our end goal, we don’t have to waste
time beating ourselves up or giving in at every setback. We grant ourselves

5. Remember that progress is key

Land: Agriculture’s Most Important Relationship
For most farmers, the land they farm is their most important relationship
with Mother Nature, regardless of whether they own it or rent it. The land is
the base of their farm. Without it, there is no place to grow a crop or support
their livestock.
Farmers are continuously researching, experimenting, and learning how
to best look after the land in their care. Important strides have been made over
the last several decades to improve
the quality of Illinois farmland and
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tillage helps preserve soil structure
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can help improve air and water quality.

Past Presidents

A distinguished group of people are Champaign County Farm Bureau Past Presidents. Each past president served Champaign County and was an advocate for agriculture. Pictured below are the CCFB Past Presidents that are still active with the organization.
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